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Purpose  
The purpose of this document is to provide standard operational guideline for all radio transmission 
that occurs on FCC frequencies used by the Essex Fire Department.  These protocols apply to all 
personnel acting on behalf of the Essex Fire Department, regardless of their employment status with 
the Essex Fire Department or Town of Essex.  The protocols also apply to communications on all FCC 
frequencies used to conduct Essex Fire Department business regardless of ownership of those 
frequencies.   
 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) licensing and regulation 
 
The Federal Government under the FCC governs radio frequency structure, licensing, and use 
protocols.  FCC elements that define the radio system are lengthy and will not be discussed in this 
document.  Please reference the FCC website for further information on FCC regulations.   
 
FCC assigns call signs when issuing licenses.  Call signs, by regulation shall be intermittently 
broadcasted by fixed licensed stations, such as TAC 2.  Essex Fire radio transmitter controlling TAC2 
automatically transmits the necessary call signs from the repeater.  These transmissions are 
broadcasted without a private line value in the data stream.  Therefore, they will not be heard 
through department radios equipment unless the equipment is in monitor mode.  FCC requirements 
are satisfied using this process, so users need not broadcast FCC license identifiers per licensing 
guidelines. 
 
All users of the Essex Fire radio system shall follow FCC protocols and Essex Fire guidelines.  Failure 
to comply may result in FCC penalties and fines issued to the Essex Fire Department and may result 
in disciplinary actions including termination from the Essex Fire Department. 
 
Radio language 
 
“Plain language” radio communications shall be used for all radio communications.  Essex Fire 
Department does not officially use the “ten” based radio code.  Users shall not broadcast ten based 
codes including the commonly known “10-4” acknowledgement.  Alternatively, “message received” 
or “understood” shall be used in place of “10-4”.   
 
Radio Ethics 
 

• Inappropriate communications shall not be transmitted over the communications system. 
This is prohibited by federal law (FCC regulations).  This includes but is not limited to 
profanity, inappropriate dialog, and offensive dialog. 
 

• Brief, specific, factual, and focused    
 

Before transmitting, frame your thoughts and prepare your wording prior to broadcasting 
your message.  Choose precise terms to communicate the desired message as clearly and 
briefly as possible.  Avoid airing unneeded information.  Only transmit pertinent, fact-based 
information.  Do not transmit any information that is not critical.  

 
• Clear tone of voice, calm, controlled   

 
Speak clearly in a moderate, normal rate of speech.  Avoid speaking too fast or not too slow.  
Control your emotions and excitement.  Uncontrolled, too loud, or too soft speech will be 
unreadable or cause undue stress for those receiving the transmission. 
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• Task, instructions, and orders  

 
Orders and other directives shall be necessary, precise, and brief.  Do not broadcast long 
drawn-out directives, unnecessary commands, operational reminders, or other guidance 
that reasonably trained companies will know as part of their response to service.  Do not 
broadcast “planning” or review of pre-plan information.  Coordination shall be performed on 
scene face to face.  Essentially, do not use radio broadcasts to “micro-manage” a response to 
service. 

 
• Well timed and spaced broadcasts 

 
Prioritize your messages and prepare your messages.  Broadcast several brief segments of 
information that are logical to the situation.  Pause briefly between critical broadcasts.  Do 
not use valuable airtime with unimportant message and insignificant details.  Doing so risks 
confusion, loss of critical information that needs communications, and is counterproductive.  
Communicate only critical information.  Maintain an awareness of overall radio broadcasts 
from all responders and assess the importance of your information about the situation.  
  

• Emergency Traffic or May-day Alerts 
 

The term “EMERGENCY TRAFFIC” and/or “MAY-DAY” shall be utilized by any unit 
encountering an immediate, life threatening situation that requires immediate action by 
others for survival.  Emergency Traffic or MAY-DAY shall receive the highest 
communications priority from radio users. 

 
How to broadcast  
 
Radio communication exchanges between radio operators: 
 

• Fire departments and rescue services use the “hey you it’s me” format of communication.  
For example: if your call sign is “15C3” and you want to hail “15C1”, your broadcast will be 
“15C1 from 15C3”.  Often the “from” is truncated in conversation and the communications 
becomes “15C1, 15C3”. 

• Always identify yourself with complete unit identification.  For example, “15Engine1”, 
“15K1”, “1500”, 15C1. 

• Radios are typically in scanning mode, so it is important to identify the channel you are 
using.  For example, “15K1 from 15C2, Tac 2”, or “15C1, 15C3, fire ground 3”.  If both 
operators are clear to the channel, they are broadcasting, then the channel identifier can be 
omitted from the broadcast to minimize transmission of unneeded information. 

• Receiver of a request will broadcast their unit identification to indicate they are ready to 
receive.  For example:  15C3 wants to talk with 15C1.  The message string will be: “15C1, 
15C3, TAC2”.  15C1 shall respond “15C1 answering”; or simply “15C1”.  The originator 
(15C3) shall then broadcast their message. 

• When broadcasting informational statements that does not require two-way 
communications, complete the broadcast in one statement.  For example: “1500 from 
15Engine2, 15 engine 2 is in quarters.”   

• When using scan mode on radio equipment, know what channel you are transmitting on, and 
what channel you are receiving on.  During emergency calls, scan mode shall not be used.  
I.C. shall determine if scan mode is required to manage the incident.  
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How to communicate your response   
 
Essex Fire acknowledges paged calls by Officer rank hierarchy starting with 15C1 and working down 
the hierarchy of ranks through Lieutenants.  Non-Officer Ranks shall not acknowledge calls.  Once the 
call is acknowledged by Essex Fire personnel, no other Essex Fire personnel shall broadcast their 
response.  Listen carefully to radio traffic to determine call acknowledgement before broadcasting 
your response.  Otherwise, simply respond per your designated response assignment.  Generally, all 
personnel respond to the station.  Those authorized to respond directly to a scene shall sign on TAC 2 
announcing their specific response.   
 
Medical call response shall be acknowledged by each responder signing onto TAC 2.  This is 
important to allow coordination between medical responders relative to effective use of resources in 
addressing the emergency. 
 
TAC 2 channel is recorded, and Essex Dispatch is tasked with monitoring TAC 2 for response to paged 
calls.  Simply sign onto TAC 2 using your unit identification and that you are responding.  Do 
not specifically hail Essex Dispatch to advise them of your response.  Do not expect 
acknowledgement from Essex Dispatch for this broadcast.  Examples include: “15 Engine1 is 
responding to Susie Wilson Road”; or “15C1 acknowledges the call on Bixby Hill”; or “1539 is 
responding to the medical at 27 Susie Wilson Road”.  When a call is terminated, the same process 
shall be followed.  Examples include: “1539 is clear Susie Wilson Road medical”, or “Bixby Hill Road 
command is terminated all Essex Fire units are clear”. 

• Do not hail Dispatch to broadcast details about the call.  They do not record this 
information.  Details shall be recorded in Essex Fire call reporting system by the 
incident commander. 
 

The only exception to hailing Essex Dispatch are calls not initiated by Essex Dispatch or for duty calls.  
In these situations, it is important that Essex Dispatch monitors your activity for safety reasons.  This 
is because a response may only be one or two EFD personnel, not the entire department.  An example 
of this type of broadcast message results in the following dialog:   

• “Dispatch, 15 Car 12 is on the air for still alarm at 7 Joshua Way” 
• “Dispatch, 15 Car 12 on scene at 7 Joshua Way” 
• “Dispatch from 15 Car 12, 15Car12 is clear from Joshua Way and returning” 
• Essex Dispatch shall acknowledge each of the broadcasts in the above four examples. 

 
Calls already in progress - Do not hail Essex Dispatch unless you are the designated senior EFD unit 
for the call.  This designation is defined as the first responding engine officer, highest ranking EFD 
person on the call, or incident commander.  Essex Dispatch is busy and only one EFD individual shall 
communicate with dispatch per call.   
 
Dispatched calls that have been acknowledged by a responding Essex Fire representative does not 
require further acknowledgement by others responding.  Simply respond per Essex Fire response 
protocol.  Do not call dispatch via cell phones, radio, or other means for call details unless you are the 
designated senior officer for the call. 
 
Essex Dispatch and Dispatch Channel 
 
Essex Police Department provides of dispatching services to Essex Fire Department.  Their call sign is 
“Essex Dispatch”.  Do not hail them using any other call sign.  This is critical as the dispatchers are 
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trained to know radio users hailing using this call sign are fire or rescue units.  Essex Dispatch 
broadcasts fire calls on the Dispatch Channel, typically channel 1 of the department’s radios.  No two-
way communication occurs on this channel.  Use of the dispatch channel for two-way 
communications may change in the future with new structure and protocols. 
 
Emergency calls will consist of one set of tones followed by instructional messages with specific 
details related to the call.  Non-emergency tones, call cancellations, and code 2 tones will consist of 
one set of tones broadcast by Essex Dispatch.   
 
Department specific message(s) that require radio broadcast communications to Fire Department 
Staff may be processed through Essex Dispatch to broadcast the message.  Only Chief Officers can 
authorize dispatching of these types of messages.  Sufficient advanced notice, along with specific 
details for broadcasting shall be given to Essex Dispatch ensuring the message can be broadcast in a 
timely manner. 
 
Department Base Station 
 
The Department base station radio has the ability of initiating call tones for Essex Fire Department. 
The base station can transmit cancellations tones, code 2 tones, and multiple alarm tones for the 
Essex Fire, Essex Jct. Fire, Westford Fire, and Essex Rescue.  These tones shall be broadcast on the 
appropriate channel for the call, dispatch channel for fire departments and Essex Rescue channel for 
Essex Rescue. 
 
Unless special circumstances exist, Department base stations shall not broadcast non-emergency, 
non-call related messages on the Dispatch channel.   
 
In the event of a multiple department incidents within the Essex and Essex Jct. response area, the 
base station of the department responsible for the area shall be the base station for that incident.  It 
will be known in this document as the “primary Base”.  All incident related traffic shall be transmitted 
to this base only.  Any request for additional resources shall be directed to the primary base.  Other 
department base stations may broadcast a sign-on message.  This will be for information purposes 
only so that the primary base and command know that the station base is available.  No other 
communications will be broadcast from that base station unless requested to do so. 
 
TAC 2 
 
Channel 2 on department radios is the assigned Tactical Channel (TAC 2). This is a repeater channel.  
All two-way communications with Essex Dispatch, Base Stations, and other radio units will be done 
on this channel.  While no incidents are in progress, this channel may be utilized for non-emergency 
communications of an official nature.  Incident related radio traffic always takes priority over other 
traffic.  
 
Working Incidents: 
 

• Incident related radio traffic shall be broadcast on the tactical channel during an incident.  It 
must follow the guidance outlined in this document.  All responding units will remain on the 
tactical channel until on scene and directed by the Incident Commander to switch to a 
specific fire ground channel.  DO NOT leave the Tactical Channel until directed by the I.C. 

 
• During multiple incidents, I.C. of each incident shall collaborate to determine the channels to 

be used for their respective call.  Apparatus may be directed to a specific VCOMM or Fire 
Ground channel for primary communications, thus, leaving TAC 2 free for other specific 
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communications that require the range of the repeater or broadcasts between I.C and Essex 
Dispatch.   

 
• NOTE: TAC 2 is the only repeated two-way communication channel between a fire 

incident commander and Essex Dispatch.  TAC 2 is also the only channel recorded.  
TAC 2 shall be free of all fire ground related activity to maintain a free and clear 
communications link between IC and Essex Dispatch.   

 
 
Fire Ground Channels 
 
Fire ground (FG) channels are primarily for use on the scene of an incident.  Fire ground channels are 
assigned to each department by ownership of the FCC frequency.  Essex Fire FG is channel 3, Essex 
Junction FG is channel 4, and Westford Fire FG is channel 5.  These channels shall be assigned for use 
at as needed by the I.C.  The I.C. will collaborate with other I.C. assuming multiple incidents are in 
progress. 
 
Fire ground channels shall be used for individual department radio checks, training, or any time 
extended communications as required.  Incident related radio traffic always takes priority over other 
traffic. 
 
I.C. also has the use of VCOMM channels for incident related communications.  They shall assign the 
use of these channels based on their needs.  The definitions of the VCOMM channels are as follows: 

• VCALL10 is typically used for broadcast communications like TAC 2 and the Dispatch 
channel.  The channel is monitored by PSAPs. 

• VTAC11 – VTAC 14 are channels that shall be used for a variety of uses by the I.C.  
• VTAC13 has informally been designated as the county water supply channel. 
• VTAC14 has informally been designated as the channel used for air support. 

 
Fire Police/Safety Channel 
 
Fire Police and Safety Officers have a designated channel for use.  The channel is labels accordingly in 
the programming stack of the radio, typically channel 7.  Like fire grounds, this channel shall be 
assigned by I.C. as needed, but is typically reserved for Fire Police or Safety Officer operations.    
 
High School Fire Ground (HSFG) 

 
Essex High School has unique issues with reception within the building.  A separate channel is 
designated for use in response to calls at Essex High School.  This is a repeated channel based off 
a repeater within the school building.  HS FG is typically programmed as channel 6 int eh radio 
programming stack.  I.C. shall designate when this channel will be used. 
 
Town of Essex and Essex Jct. response  
 
All fire companies shall sign on the air using the tactical channel.  Sign on announcement will be brief.  
For example, “15 Engine 1 responding”.  All companies will remain on the tactical channel until on 
scene, or as directed by I.C.  Once the incident command is declared, assignments shall be 
broadcasted for fire ground channels.  
 
Mutual Aid Response 
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All companies will sign on the air on the tactical channel.  All companies will remain on the tactical 
channel to receive any additional information and updates transmitted from Essex Dispatch.  
Responses to out-of-town events shall require use of designated VCOMM channels or the frequency 
of the agency calling for resources.   
   
Size Up and Status Reports 
 
The first unit arriving at the scene of any incident shall broadcast a brief size-up report describing 
the situation.  The report should include: 
 

• Conditions discovered: 
o Provide a brief update of the situation found approaching the scene.  For example,  

▪ Nothing showing  
▪ Smoke showing (provide amount, color, and location) 
▪ Fire showing (provide amount and location) 
▪ Working fire 
▪ Fully involved 

 
• Structure Type: 

o Provide a brief description of the structure: 
▪ Type of construction 
▪ Height (assumed 1 story unless reported) 
▪ Size (large, medium, small) 
▪ Occupancy (if easily attainable approaching the scene – residential, multi-

family, industrial, mixed commercial/residential, etc…) 
 

• Units not on scene:  
o Do not micro-manage units if you are not already on scene.  Once you arrive on 

scene, conduct your communication face to face. 
 
Establishing Command 
 
Once command has been established, all communications between Dispatch and an incident will be 
directed through command.  When establishing command, always include the location of the 
incident.  Example, “Pearl Street Command”; or “Susie Wilson Road Command.”  
 

Equipment 
 
Essex Fire shall issue pagers, portable radios, or mobile radios as necessary and as authorized by the 
Radio Officer or a Chief Officer.  Only radio equipment issued and maintained by the Essex Fire 
Department shall be used to conduct fire department business.   
 
On a pre-approved exception basis, use of personal equipment may be allowed.  Personnel 
authorized to use personal equipment shall follow all the same guidelines and procedure as enforced 
with department issued equipment, and Personnel shall sign an agreement outlining the conditions 
of use of personal communication equipment.  See “Personal Communications Equipment Rev 2015” 
document for more information or contact a Chief Officer or Radio Officer with questions. 
 
Maintenance, Repair, and Programming Activity 
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All equipment shall be properly maintained by EFD personnel.  EFD personnel shall direct any 
questions or report problems with communications equipment to the Radio Officer or Chief Officer.   
The following are key elements to proper operation of communication equipment and network: 

• Radio equipment be repaired and programmed only by unauthorized individuals as 
approved by the Radio Officer or Chief Officer. 

• EFD Personnel shall regularly clean equipment and keep their equipment in good working 
order.   Any items requiring repair shall be reported to the Radio Officer as soon as possible.  

• No personnel shall remove any communications equipment from the apparatus or the 
Station for any use without approval from the department Radio Officer or a Chief Officer 

• EFD Personnel shall not allow equipment to be programmatically read, duplicated, or 
modified by any individual, agency, or technically qualified entity unless authorized by the 
department Radio Officer or a Chief Officer. 

• EFD personnel shall not disclose radio frequencies, PLs, or other radio programming 
information unless authorized by the department Radio Officer or a Chief Officer. 

• EFD communication equipment is for the sole use of the department and individual the 
equipment is issued.  Use by anyone other than the EFD personnel is strictly prohibited. 

 
 
 
 


